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REPORT INFORMATION
Report Funding Cycle: Report Date:

2019 October Cycle 08/24/2020 12:00 am

1: Please include in your report the dollar amount of the funds that were awarded, the date they were
funded and what the funds supported.

Awarded Amount: 15,000 Date: 08/25/2019

2: Were the objectives cited in your original proposal met? Please address each started objective and
how it was met.

San Antonio Threads provided 50 filled referrals for 4 Title 1 San Antonio School Districts per month
October 2019 through March 2020 (200 per month, 1,600 youth total). This objective was met by working
with social workers and school councilors referring students in need of clothing and shoes to San Antonio
Threads.

3: Please explain any changes from the original proposal and the circumstances that lead to the
modification of the objective.

No changes were made from the original proposal. Even as COVID-19 closed schools, school officials were
able to send referrals and San Antonio Threads delivered filled referrals to the schools for dispersal or in
some circumstances direct contactless delivery to teens' homes.

4: What needs were addressed?
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Teens sometimes come into care without adequate clothing to attend a new school or court. Having the
opportunity to receive NEW fashionable clothing combats bullying, disciplinary action due to dress code
violations, and allows students to feel good about their appearance. Threads in Schools allows us to work
alongside social workers to connect directly with the students in immediate needs, such as students who
were identified walking to school without a coat in the winter. Youth facing disciplinary action due to dress
code violations, through no fault of their own, are also identified and provided for. San Antonio Threads is
able to develop character and self-reliance in young persons through organized activities founded on
traditional values of respect and responsibility by providing interview and work attire for teens seeking
employment. San Antonio Threads is able to provide new clothing, essentials, and more to children who
have been taken from their guardians due to abuse and neglect. San Antonio Threads helps by providing a
new look to their new start, also allowing them to attend school, court, or work fully prepared the next day.

5: What method of evaluation did you use to monitor and measure the project's outcome and what
are the result?

At checkout, the last thing our youth do is leave a note which reveals the impact made on our lives as well
as any suggestions they may have. We receive many responses ranging from "What do new clothes mean to
you? I don't know, all I know is when I come here I feel wanted" to "Please have more ethnic hair care
products".

What do NEW clothes mean to you? "It means happiness. It makes my heart warm that people actually want
to help and give, and I am very grateful for that."

What do NEW clothes mean to you? "I would like to say thank you first for everything (you have) done for
me and my children. Losing our home to a fire this year was so difficult. These clothes (are) the beginning
to our new beginning"

6: Do you plan to continue this project, and if so, how do you plan to sustain it?

San Antonio Threads plans to continue serving these school districts.

7: Please provide any other comments ot information relevant to this grant.

San Antonio Threads continues to have schools contact us in need of clothing for teens. The need in San
Antonio is immense and we're on a mission to meet those needs. Our teens deserve to shop with dignity and
respect for clothing. Thank you for your continued support.

8: Please provide an updated detailed projected budget with expenses for the received grant. Also
include the totals for the budgeted and actual amount. Explain any discrepancies between the
budgeted and the actual expenses for the project.

Line Item
Description

Total Project
Funds Allocation

Najim Requested
Funds

Project Funds
Actual

Najim Funds
Allocation

Clothing and
Essentials for 1,800
youth

$135,000 $25,000 $135 $15

TOTAL: $135,000 $25,000 $135 $15

Signature

Charlcye Glenewinkel
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